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Book Descriptions:

bose acoustimass 10 installation manual

Learn more or change settings here. Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just
one or two words e.g., connection help. For your records The serial number is located near the
connection panel on the Acoustimass module. Your stereo VCR or stereo television sends the
encoded program material to the surround sound receiver, which interprets it by distributing various
sounds to particular speakers. Sound from the center numbers inside the back speaker should seem
to come from within the picture. To prevent interference, keep the module at least 2 feet 60 cm from
the television. You may hide the Acoustimass module behind or under furniture, but do not block the
opening. Do not use standard RCA cables to lengthen any of module, then connect the the supplied
cables. See the customer service numbers inside the back coven. Just press the custom RCA
connectors in place. 1. Make sure all speakers are connected to the proper terminals Do not allow
exposed wires to according to their position in your room. Also make sure the two speakers with
black brush against each other;. During a surround sound program the front and center speakers
will emit sound almost constantly, while the surround speakers may be silent for periods of time.
your Pro.Logic to set receiver. Or, to contact Bose directly, refer to the inside back cover of this
guide. Then, please detach and mail the card to Bose in the preaddressed envelope. Bose will try to
remedy any problem within the terms of your limited warranty. No part of this work may be
reproduced, modified, distributed or otherwise used without prior written permission. Manufactured
under license from Dolby Laboratories. “Dolby” and the doubleD symbol are trademarks of Dolby
Laboratories. Confidential Unpub. The Acoustimass 6 features five small cube speakers, while the
Acoustimass 10 system features four cube speaker arrays and a center front speaker. Note You may
order additional rubber feet, free of charge, by contacting
Bose.http://www.coffboy.cz/pictures/95-civic-manual-conversion-kit.xml

bose acoustimass 10 installation instructions, bose acoustimass 10 manual, bose
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Refer to the address list included in the carton. Unlike the speaker cables, this input cable has a
multipin connector that inserts into the Audio Input jack on the module Figure 6. Plug in the
receiver also. Note Bose recommends using a quality surge suppressor on all electronics equipment.
Voltage variations and spikes can damage electronic components in any system. Using a high quality
suppressor available at electronics stores can eliminate the vast majority of failures caused by a
power surge. You may want to familiarize yourself with the controls and builtin protections that
adjust.The system’s integrated signal processing supports full lowfrequency reproduction from all
channels. If you still have a problem, contact your Bose dealer to arrange for service. To contact
Bose directly, refer to the address list included in the carton.Please fill out the information section
on the card and mail it to Bose. Failure to do so, ! however, does not affect your rights. Ninguna
parte de esta obra puede reproducirse, modificarse, distribuirse o usarse de ninguna otra manera
sin consentimiento previo por escrito. Consulte la lista de direcciones incluida en la caja. Para
ponerse en contacto directamente con Bose, consulte la lista de direcciones incluida en el paquete.Il
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vous suffit de consulter la liste des adresses figurant dans le carton d’emballage. We delete
comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed
at any time at our discretion. C lick here for more information on the types of cookies we use and
how to change your cookie settings. They make a great match for your HDTV and flush mount to
your wall with optional brackets. Theyre easy to install and eliminate nearly 5 cm of extension from
the wall compared to the previous model. But good sound effects make a great film. It features
proprietary technologies and two powerful, downwardfiring drivers for the impact you
want.http://www.mooring.com.cn/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connectors/php/fckeditor/upload/2020
09/95-civic-manual-download.xml

Pure, deep sound, without audible distortion. Even at loud levels. You can tweak the lowfrequency
effects to your liking with adjustable controls. And you can place the unit out of sight behind a sofa
or curtain. I had what I thought was a decent home theater setup but bought a new piece of console
furniture and was looking for smaller speakers best option was the Acoustimas. I went to best buy
and kept searching until I saw it on the ground by itself. The entire system is perfect for my setup
with my Yamaha receiver. Once I came home, set it all up and turned it on, WOW. Difference in
sound was like night and day. I hesitated because of the price tag BUT these are forever speakers.
Sounds are louder, bass is amazing. And dialogue is crisp and clear. Never going back to another
brand. Easy to setup. Good value for money. Placing it on its side may limit its ability to play at full
output for extended periods of time. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine
learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age
of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or
missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. Please try again later. Steve
3.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. J Thom 5.0 out of 5 stars If you have
the Bose cube speakers, thats fine, but connecting different speakers according to tastes is OK just
make sure they are fullsound units compatible to the Bose cubes. When connected OMG. The sound
is amazing. The system input cable comes with all the necessary wires to easily connect to a 5.1
stereo receiver system. Recommended for anyone that can find it these days.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Kenneth Kreager 5.

0 out of 5 stars The subwoofer is huge and although I built my own house by hand, and so solidly
that it can withstand a tornado, I can feel the rumble through the flooring. When something on
screen explodes it feels like you are in it. The typically small speakers also sound great, just like
Bose has been doing with speakers since they were founded. The system delivers great highs, great
lows and everything in between. I could not be happier with the system, and Ive had several. My
giant Klipsch speakers are in my audio room and for pure audio, I prefer them, but for TV and
Movies, this Bose system is great. I do not work for Sony and as a corporation think they suck for
what they do to our copyright laws, but the speakers shouldnt be judged by politics.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Carissa Johnson 1.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try
again later. lover 5.0 out of 5 stars Just a diff label that they stuck on.Please try again later. Please
try again later. Also, its stylish design will complement the newest flatscreen Plasma and LCD TVs in
your home theater setup. If you want a unified, wellconstructed, highend surround sound speaker
system, look no further than the Acoustimass 10IV. Moreover, the Acoustimass 10IV has the capacity
of delivering crystal clear dialog, wonderfully transparent vocals, and a very tight sound response.
Also, its stylish design will complement the newest flatscreen Plasma and LCD TVs in your home
theater setup. If you want a unified, wellconstructed, highend surround sound speaker system, look
no further than the Acoustimass 10IV. Exquisite 5.1Channel Speaker System The Acoustimass 10IV
is the perfect addition to your home theater receiver; it provides all the speakers you need to enter
the allenveloping world of surround sound. Reproducing a full range of audio frequencies to
complement your audio selections, you can finally watch your favorite movies come alive with this
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well crafted system.

Its unique configuration eliminates the need to install multiple speakers in your home theater setup,
by combining technological innovation digital processing and acoustical geometry. Its swivel design
offers the ability to project and reflect audio off the walls within your home theater room to create a
larger, fuller multichannel listening area without distorting the sound. Customize a precise
lowfrequency response to your particular room with its bass compensation variable adjustment, and
the LFE level control works in conjunction with compatible receivers. The module delivers the clarity
of pure lowfrequency reproduction down to the lowest frequencies, even at the loudest levels.
Exceptional Surround Sound The dynamic range is so well balanced and matched that the center,
front and rear channels blend seamlessly and effortlessly into a surreal home theater experience.
Stylish Design Bose designed the Acoustimass 10IV satellite speaker arrays with a unique cube
stacking design, finished in a decorative satin black that will complement any rooms decor.
Magnetically Shielded The 4 satellite and center speakers are magnetically shielded to prevent
picture interference when placed near your TV or display. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED
ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors.
For streamlined installation, connecting cables are included. It is also quite common that customers
throw outUser manuals are alsoTry Google Search! Manual Coles Microphones 4038 Stereo Mount
for Studio Ribbon 4038 SM Posted by Ruth 20200810 180004 Coles 4038 stereo mount. Peavey
Peavey Delta Blues 115Tweed 30 watt Guitar Amp Peavey Delta Blues 115 Tweed Tube Guitar
Amplifier 03327810 Posted by 20200808 235004 please pdf the manual on this amp. Powerful bass.
Sleek design. The Acoustimass 10 Series V speaker system has it all for componentminded home
theater enthusiasts.

Resounding bass performance from an advanced Acoustimass module lets you enjoy all your
entertainment even more, every day.They make a great match for your HDTV and flushmount to
your wall with optional brackets. Theyre easy to install and eliminate nearly two inches of extension
from the wall compared to the previous model. But good sound effects make a great movie. And
thats where the Acoustimass module comes in. It features proprietary technologies and two
powerful, downwardfiring drivers for the impact you want. Pure, deep sound, without audible
distortion. Even at loud levels. You can tweak the lowfrequency effects to your liking with adjustable
controls. And you can place the unit out of sight behind a couch or curtain I live alone and this grill
is the perfect size. The 2 gentlemen that set up my grill and went over the details with me were very
kind and helpful. They answered all my questions and were very informative. Very good customer
service at Abt!Delivery dates and product availability are based on your delivery area. Please try
again. Exclusions apply. You connect the highlevel speaker and lowlevel subwoofer outputs from
your own receiver or power amplifier to the subwoofer module, and it routes the power as needed to
the speakers and to the powered subwoofer. Today, the Acoustimass 10 and Acoustimass 6 are
smaller versions of the same thing, for less money. It was sold new from 2002 to 2006, although I
bought one new from Amazon in 2011 and thirdparties still sell them new. Its got all the magic Bose
uses to cram big sound into microscopic speakers, but when they use this magic to cram sound into
speakers which are merely small, it has enormous output. This is about a half of an octave deeper
than the much smaller CineMate, for instance. As few people realize, its nearly impossible to get
deep bass to propagate outdoors without the enclosed space of a living room. Wow.

To my pleasant surprise, overall spectral balance and bass capability were about the same, with the
biggest difference in that the 801s had precise stereo imaging, while the Acoustimass 16 had
enveloping sound that came from everywhere. Of course the 801s had more output below 30 Hz, too
— but most music doesnt have anything down there. I use only two of the speakers, putting one of
the little speakers on each side of my desk, leave the bass module on the other side of the room near
the wall by my remotecontrolled receiver, and have perfect desktop sound. It sounds great in my



seat, and also sounds great anyplace else in my office. I just rest the speakers on my desk, no stands
needed, and point the lower half at me and the top half away from me. I pity the fools who settle for
wimpy little sound bars — that cost more and sound less! The two sections swivel for optimum
dispersion. They all were introduced in 2002. While the smaller woofer wont blow windows out as
well as the larger ones, even the CineMate sounds fantastic for home theater. We mounted them up
in the corners, and they work great. You can drive the Acoustimass 16 system from any ordinary
stereo receiver and get great results for music. Fed from fullrange speaker outputs only, the
Acoustimass 16 system routes the appropriate bass to the woofer for everything. The Acoustimass 16
is so much more than any of the smaller systems offered today for even more money. The
Acoustimass 10 uses only two, not three, drivers in the bass module. The Acoustimass 6 is smaller
still, with only one bass driver. The Acoustimass 10 and Acoustimass 6 came out at the same time as
the Acoustimass 16. Im not NPR; I get no government handouts and run no pledge drives to support
my research, so please always use any of these links for the best prices and service whenever you
get anything. Thanks for helping me help you! Ken. It costs you nothing, and is this sites, and thus
my familys, biggest source of support.

These places have the best prices and service, which is why Ive used them since before this website
existed. I recommend them all personally. Its great people like you who allow me to keep adding to
this site fulltime. Thanks! Thank you. Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel,
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free
business account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business
account to purchase Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.In
order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors including the
age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from verified
purchases. Please try again later. Cristopher Entena 5.0 out of 5 stars Excellent bose acoustimass
cube speakers nice.And we would like A used one anyone have any suggestions !Now that I have
gotten a little older, and my finances in order, I am able to splurge a little. I decided to replace an
8yr old surround sound system I had in the living room. Since I was so impressed by the C5s, I
decided to make another Bose purchase.the Acoustimass 10. I just finished installing the system
yesterday. After a bit of tweaking my Yamaha receiver, and the Acoustimass module, I found the
sweet spot. It sounds fantastic, especially considering the size of the cubes.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again I coupled this system with a pair of the Bose inwall speakers. I am very
pleased with the small form factor of the speakers for surround sound in the living room. The front
speakers disappear into the shelves of the entertainment center.

Honestly, whose wife wants to decorate a room with large floor speakers. In my case, form is
important for living room speakers. Function is much better than the basic speakers in the
television. All of my cables are hidden. I have had no problems with this speaker system. It can
certainly get loud enough.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Its a substantial
amount of time and cash getting this system installed correctly but, that first tune told me its all
worth it. So, to all you Bose haters, what the heck are you talking about. Correctly paired with
recommended components, correctly installed and balanced this system delivers all the high end
crispness, midrange clarity and that low end boom you feel in your whole body. In short, it delivers
that believability all true music lovers long for. Oh and it does a great job on HD, 5.1 digital video
content too. If you are not getting great performance out of the Acoustimass 10, then something is
not right somewhere. Call the Geek Squad or some other home theater installation pro to diagnose
your installation to pinpoint the problem. The great sound is in there. Maybe it just needs a little
expert help to coax it out.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It sounded great but
the size was just too much for my limited space, especially for a 5.1 setup. Luckily, I took a chance



on these. Stylish, SMALL, and most of all, sounds so good. I am loving it. The sound takes center
stage and not the speaker due to its tiny footprint. I didnt expect these speakers to come even close
to what I used to have, but I must say, its almost just as good, if not even better. I use a Sony
strda4300es receiver so that helps. Watching movies is pure bliss, like the Last Samurai, that part
where the rain is pouring during a duel scene. My dog hid under the table cause the thunder
sounded so real.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again However, I can describe the product and why I purchased this speaker system.
After visiting Best Buy and hearing these speakers, I was blown away by the amount of sound that
comes out of such tiny speakers. Sure other speakers may offer a small improvement in sound but do
not come in such a small size. All the facts mentioned me to buy this speaker set. You can not even
see them where I placed them and it sounds 1000 times better than just my tv speakers. If i had
those other huge speakers, the room would be full of sound equipment. So the choice is yours, great
sound from nearly invisible speakers or slightly better sound with a room full of bigger speakers. I
made the right choice for me but this may not be everyones needs.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Should have never waited. I know some say there are better for the money but
I mainly use them for home theater and paired with the onkyo HTR593 I have amazing sound. Dont
wait untill later just get them.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again My advice, if you
want AWESOME sound out of your theater surround system, save your money and get a BOSE
system cause you just cant beat the performance!!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Unfortunately, due to the proprietary equalizer that comes with them, they are not compatible
with nearly all of the new digital THX systems, which do not feature a main speaker preamp output
loop to connect the equalizer. I initially wanted to use the 901s as the main left and right for music,
and for movies. I connected this system, and I find I dont need the 901s, and my wife is happier with
the smaller size. This is an absolutely astounding system, despite the size of the speakers. The sub
sits in the corner behind my television. Its a nice feature that they provide all the speaker wire to
connect your room.

My room is 15x30, and I had plenty of wire to go in the wall, down and across the basement ceiling
and back up. I purchased the stands for the rear speakers, which are perfect. If I were building a
house, Id prewire and use the wall brackets, so the speakers nearly disappear. I dont know how they
get such quality sound and range out of these tiny speakers. I have not seen any sound degradation,
even when I turn up the system as loud as I can stand it. They have amazing power handling
capability.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I have always loved Bose speakers.
However I tried few other before finalizing this one. I took some advise from technical folks and I
was recommended Definitive procinema 600 USD 800. I also tried Energy Take Classic 5.1 USD 400
mostly for its price. I liked Bose and Definitive both of them and to me it feels like there is an
extremely small difference. Bose works on reflection of sound and therefore has nice surround effect
especially for movie lovers. Another advantage bose speakers have over Definitive is size. However
you save approximately USD 180 if you opt for definitive. Another point to note is that Bose speakers
come with the speaker wires in the package and for definitive and most other speakers you have to
buy the speaker wires separately. Since I am a movie lover and and wanted compact speakers I
chose Bose over Definitive.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Will buy from then
again, and again! Great Seller. Wonderful shopping experience. Will buy from then again, and
again!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I bought these speakers to replace by
Boston Acoustics that have served me very well for 6 years and had to be replaced because power
surge blew the subwoofer and I did not have the patience and time to try to figure out a way of
repairing the subwoofer. In terms of sound, my Boston Acoustics sounded better than the Bose.
Setup of the Bose was super easy.

They came with speaker wire all color coded. I had the speaker wire hooked up to the sub and then



connected to the Denon receiver. I have spent a lot of time trying to calibrate these speakers with
my Denon but I just have not been able to get excellent sound. The sub seems to be too heavy
sometimes and overpowers the centre speaker. When I lower the sub, it seems to fade. I find myself
having to crank up the volume too high to hear the centre speaker. The speakers do sound okay. I
should have stayed with Boston Acoustics. Perhaps these speakers may sound better with a Bose
receiver. I am not feeling them with my Denon receiver.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again I used to own a Lifestyle system that was 10 years old. Now I have upgraded to just
the speakers and a great sony amplifiler. Love it and it sounds great.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again The bass unit is a little too long and I would prefer that it be a little wider and
not as deep. I use the speakers mainly for watching video. Good sound quality and dialog is very
clear. As expected, the bass is not quite satisfying. I would probably need to add a sub to supplement
the low end to match the quality of the mid and high spectrum. The speakers can handle plenty of
power but start sounding a little overworked if you turn up the volume too loud. Overall, a good
compromise for aesthetics and sound.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.


